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Part I 
Logic Engineering 

ocurre en todos los casos 
en que participa la verdad 

que se transforma todo sentido aparente 
espejo falso 

en lugares ciertos entre la nada y el infinito 

from "Guitarra Negra," Luis Alberto Spinetta 

For many years "Logic" was "Classical Logic," mainly classical first-order logic, and 
there were good reasons for this. To mention some, first-order logic offers high expressive 
power, simplicity, good behavior (both syntactically and semantically), and a clean and 
well developed model theory. 

This is just a complicated way of saying that first-order logic is beautiful . . . for 
many tasks. But when we think about applications requiring effective inference, first-
order logic is simply not the choice: its satisfiability problem — i.e., the problem of 
determining whether there exists a model in which a given first-order formula is true 
— is not decidable. In addition, first-order logic sometimes does not measure up to the 

task at hand. It cannot, for example, capture the fact that one relation is the transitive 
closure of another one, and this might be crucial for a certain modeling task. 

For these reasons mainly, first-order logic has been loosing its privileged position as a 
representation formalism in many areas where applications requiring effective inference 
methods are central, such as Artificial Intelligence, Knowledge Representation, Com
putational Linguistics, Software Design and Verification, or Databases. In these fields, 
the applications themselves have given rise to new formalisms, specially tailored for the 
problems to be addressed. In some cases, like in the early days of Artificial Intelligence, 
this growth has even been chaotic, with hundreds of new proposals, and very restricted 
means to evaluate them. 

As an answer to this problem, a new field of Logic Engineering is starting to develop. 
To judge the appropriateness of the name, consider the definition of engineer [Davidson 
et al, 1994] 

eng inee r : n. one who designs or makes, or puts to practical use [... ] 

In line with its name, Logic Engineering studies ways to construct new formalisms, 
with good properties like decidability, appropriate expressive power, effective reasoning 
methods, and good meta-logical characteristics (completeness, interpolation, etc.). for a 
given, particular need. 

How do we design •'made-to-fit" logics? That is the topic we will discuss in this part 
of the thesis. 




